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THE APOSTLE PAUL AND LAW:
PROLEGOMENA FOR AN HERMENEUTIC

BRUCE J. MALINA*

As the correlation between this article and the law is
more obscure than in some of the other articles in this issue,
a short introduction is in order. On an immediate level, as
pointed out by the author, an understanding of Paul's
meaning in his use of the term "law" is historically impor-
tant to the development of western legal traditions. How-
ever, more significant is an element of the article that is
implied by the use of the word "hermeneutic" in the title.
Hermeneutics is concerned with the process of understand-
ing in general and specifically with the problem of textual
interpretation. This article presents some social science
models useful to the process of interpreting a text between
different cultural horizons and provides a working exam-
ple of how these models are used to make a text from a
temporally or spatially distant culture more accurately
meaningful to the reader. This element of the article has
important implications for the law. [ed.]
Paul's perspectives on law are undoubtedly of interest to the

student of law since his writings were incorporated into the canon
of Christian sacred writings. From there, they worked their influ-
ence upon subsequent generations of Christian and Western
thinking about life in general, and about law in particular.' In this
essay, my concern is not the history of Paul's influence on legal
thought, but rather the meaning of his statements on law in terms
of his own time and cultural context. What did his statements on
law mean to his first century, Hellenistic audiences? What was the
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CREIGHTON LAW REVIEW

social context that invested his words with the meanings that they
bear? What range of meanings did his use of the word "law"
(Greek: nomos) cover?2

Generally speaking, the task of contemporary biblical scholar-
ship is to investigate and discover the original meanings encoded
in texts.3 The thrust of the enterprise is to find out what an author
said and meant to say within his social context. Understanding
texts removed from the investigator in terms of time and cultural
context obviously requires some set of interpretative tools to carry
off the task of cross-cultural and cross-temporal inquiry. The twin
ogres of ethnocentrism and anachronism have to be duly caged if
only in fairness to the authors of the past whom we seek to under-
stand. To date, biblical scholarship has developed a set of refined
and sophisticated models for discerning and placing the literary
forms of first century Hellenistic letters, both as literary wholes
and in terms of their constitutive parts.4 However, texts simply en-
code meanings, meanings which ultimately derive from social sys-
tems. 5 Biblical scholarship still lacks adequate sophistication in
determining and articulating the social systems behind the writ-
ings in question. At best, meanings are spelled out on an intuitive
basis, often in terms of a rather abstractly formulated, implicit eth-
nocentrism rooted in the social location of the interpreter.6

Now to carry through the task of discovering Paul's meaning of
law, I propose to employ the perspective and procedures devel-
oped by those in our culture most perceptive of implicit patterns of
meaning, sociologists, and those most sensitive to implicit ethno-

2. The word is quite frequent in his letters to the Galatians and to the Ro-
mans-letters closely related to each other in time and in concern about law (with
Galatians preceding Romans by a short interval, both probably following 1 Corinthi-
ans). Otherwise the word nomos is rather rare in the authentic Pauline writings-9
times in 1 Corinthians, 3 times in Philippians, absent from 1 Thessalonians and 2
Corinthians; it is equally rare in the deutero-Pauline writings-once in Ephesians,
twice in 1 Timothy, absent from 2 Thessalonians, Colossians, 2 Timothy and Titus;
see Robert Morgenthaler, Statistik des neutestamentlichen Wortschatzes (Zurich:
Gotthelf Verlag, 1958) 123.

3. Those interested in the history of biblical interpretation might profitably
consult G.W.H. Lampe (ed.), The Cambridge History of the Bible: Vol. 2 The West
from the Fathers to the Reformation (Cambridge: Cambridge U. Press, 1969) 155-
251; and S.L. Greenslade (ed.), The Cambridge History of the Bible: Vol 3 The West
from the Reformation to the Present Day (Cambridge: Cambridge U. Press, 1963)
175-338.

4. See, e.g. William G. Doty, Letters in Primitive Christianity (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1973).

5. See M.A.K. Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic: The Social Interpreta-
tion of Language and Meaning (Baltimore: University Park Press, 1978).

6. This point is most clearly articulated by Norman Gottwald, The Tribes of
Yahweh- A Sociology of the Religion of Liberated Israel 1250-1050 B.C.E.
(Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis, 1979) 8-17; 602-607.
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centrism, cultural anthropologists. Perhaps the use of broad social
theory7 will give biblical scholarship the ability to let the authors
of its texts have a fairer hearing, allowing today's readers a more
adequate understanding of the texts than possible by learned
guesses and intuitions. In this perspective, biblical interpretation
is always a process of cross-cultural interpretation. In the case of
Paul, interpretation is a process of situating Paul relative to us
with the aid of cross-cultural models, initially to determine our re-
spective cultural scripts in general, and subsequently to point up
our respective meanings attached to law. What is necessary, then,
is a set of models that would account for us quite explicitly while
leaving room for Paul and his social world in some comparative
framework.

The models that follow in the first part of this essay derive
from social scientists who have developed them to make the reali-
ties under observation understandable to themselves; such models
are called etic models-models that generate understanding from
(and for) the perspective of the outside observer. Whether Paul
and his audiences to whom we shall then apply the models would
even recognize the dimensions of social life to which the models
refer is beside the point at the etic level. Since we no longer share
Paul's cultural and temporal frame of reference, we need etic mod-
els. After a range of such etic considerations, we shall turn to
Paul's writings. The models he developed to explain and under-
stand behavior in his own cultural terms are called emic explana-
tions, explanations from the "native's" point of view. If in fact the
task of understanding Paul is one of understanding his writings
relative to us, relative to our culture and our experience, then the
movement from etic to emic and back to etic again should prove
adequate to the task.8

7. It is well known that many social scientists are highly impatient with broad
social theories. Instead they tend to prefer a sort of raw empiricism, the gathering
of data with little attention paid to generalizing results beyond the particular social
event under study. The problem with such raw empiricism is that it contributes
little to our ability to see life in general or comparative perspective. Since what is
specifically needed in biblical research is a reliable set of tools for the comparison
of general social systems, it would seem that broad social theories like those
presented in this essay might serve us well.

8. Some would consider such a procedure rather circular. However such cir-
cular procedure seems normal to human perception (at least in our culture): 'The
question of what happens first [perception of an object as a whole or perception of
salient general features composed to perceive an object as a whole] has been much
discussed by students of perception. In order to perceive that something is, say, a
table, it would seem necessary to use information about its location, size and shape
but how is it possible to judge its attributes until we know what 'it' is? Which comes
first, the attributes or the whole? Experience with modern systems for processing
information has taught us that such circles need not be vicious. Minsky and Papert
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Our presentation follows in this sequence:
A. Understanding Law: Some Etic Models

1. Norms and Values
2. Structured Values: A Sociological Perspective

a) Standard-structured values and simple au-
thority-generalized symbolic media of social
interaction

b) Custom-institutionalized standards and le-
gitimate authority

c) Law-doubly institutionalized customs and le-
gal authority

3. Custom and Law
a) Types of Custom
b) Custom Becomes Law

4. Norms in Cross-Cultural Setting: An Anthropolog-
ical Perspective
a) Grid and Group
b) Anomie in Grid and Group
c) Law in Grid and Group
d) Styles of Law

B. Paul's Point of View in Etic Perspective
1. Paul and the Law
2. Further Conclusions

A. UNDERSTANDING LAW: SOME ETIC MODELS

At a rather high level of abstraction (hence of similarity, pre-
scinding from important and unimportant differences), law be-
longs to a set of norms that likewise includes customs and
standards. What law, custom and standard have in common is that
they encode, embody, or state values.

1. NoRMs AND VALUES

I should think it is a truism to say that for social interaction to
take place at all in any tolerably effective way, interacting persons
would require some way to hold each other to common values, or
perhaps more properly, to be held by common values. At bottom

remark in this connection that it is quite common in computer programs--and pre-
sumably in thought processes-for two different procedures to use each other as
subprocedures. When the system is forming a percept, object-forming procedures
can call on shape-recognizing procedures as subprocedures; when it pays attention
to shape, shape-recognizing procedures can call on object-forming procedures as
subprocedures. The assumption that one set of procedures must in every case pre-
cede the other imposes a rigid and unnecessary constraint on the complexity of our
hypothesis about object perception. . . ." from George Miller and Philip Johnson-
Laird, Language and Perception (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 1976) 46.
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such common values hold together those individuals that form a
given collectivity. Presumably then, every discernible social
group, qua social, implies the existence of some value that holds
the group together as society in its varied and manifold processes.
Value in this sense would be the general directionality of action
expected and usually effected in a collectivity. We might call value
in this sense the core value (s) in a collectivity. For example, in the
United States the core value is instrumental activism. 9 Instrumen-
tal activism directs the collectivity as a whole and individually to
the active mastery of the environment, of the empirical situation
external to the society as a whole and external to the individual
that replicates the social body in his/her personal body (hence to
active mastery over nature, time, space and others). Technologism
(often called "science" in popular speech) would be the ideological
expression of this core value.

If we turn to the first century Mediterranean world, we would
find that the core value of Greco-Roman Hellenism was personal
limitlessness. Personal limitlessness directs the collectivity as a
whole and individually to discover ways to overcome human fini-
tude, human limitations, by means of virtual or actual deification,
infinity. Hellenistic and Roman empire building would be a repli-
cation of this value. Hellenistic philosophy in its varied dimen-
sions would be the ideological expression of this core value. On
the other hand, Jewish Hellenism was held by a contrasting core
value-interpersonal contentment. Interpersonal contentment di-
rects the collectivity as a whole and individually to acquiesce in
human finitude and human limitation and to achieve a genuine
human existence, finite and free. While Greco-Roman Hellenists
sought to be filled with the infinity of God, Jewish Hellenists
sought only enabling by God to become and be what they were,
limited, finite, free human beings.10 Torah study and practice in
Judaism would be the ideological expression of this core value.

Core values make up the ends or goals of a society. Specific
societal values are usually mid range, simple replications of the
core values (e.g. in the United States the specific values of democ-
racy [free enterprise, equal opportunity, individual franchise], in-

9. See Talcott Parsons, "Authority, Legitimation, and Political Action," in Carl
J. Friedrich (ed.), Nomos I: Authority (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard U. Press, 1958)
199-200; Robin M. Williams Jr., American Society: A Sociological Interpretation
(New York: Knopf, 1970) 452-502.

10. See William 0. Fennell, God's Intention for Man: Essays in Christian An-
thropology (Waterloo, Ont.: Wilfred Laurier U. Press, 1977); Fennell describes the
core values of Greco-Roman Hellenism and Jewish Hellenism; I am responsible for
labelling them as personal limitlessness and interpersonal contentment.
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dividualism, pragmatism, idealism, sincerity, future orientation,
humanitarianism, and the like are replications of instrumental ac-
tivism). Now at an abstract level and prescinding from social
structures, values bear no reference to specific activities or specific
situations; they are simply the general goals or ends of a society,
the culture of the collectivity. The focusing of value on something
specific results in and from institutionalization. In this context, an
institution is a value structure, a differentiated, general abstract
pattern that serves as the means for the realization of some end
(value), thus giving cognitive shape to general and common val-
ues. Individuals in the collectivity are expected to be held by emo-
tionally anchored commitments to pursue and support certain
directions and orientations of actions (values thereby become nor-
mative), as well as certain types of actions (social structures
thereby become obligatory-normally because of the values they
embody) .11

2. STRUCTURED VALUES: A SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

As norms, values get embodied in standards, customs and
laws. At the high level of abstraction we have been considering
them, values are necessarily implicit, highly chunked abstractions
accessible only to comparative, highly abstract reasoning. With
standards, customs and laws, values move down to a somewhat
mid range level of abstraction.

a) Standard

To begin with,12 standard refers to values replicated in interac-
tions that imply binding obligation regarded as right by one party
and acknowledged as duty by another. Effective social interaction
requires the ability on the part of the interacting persons to hold
each other at least to standards. The socially acknowledged right
to. oblige another is authority. In this sense, authority produces
standards.

Compared to custom and law, standards are random, ad hoc,
cumulative and unsystematized. We might define the authority
that produces standards, simple authority, as the socially ac-
cepted, approved and achieved right to issue binding obligations

11. Parsons, "Authority, Legitimation, etc.," art. cit., 197-205.
12. The discussion of standard, custom and law that follows depends mainly on

the article, "Law (I. The Sociology of Law by Philip Selznick, H. The Legal System
by Leon H. Mayhew, III. The Legal Profession by Phillippe Nonet and Jerome E.
Carlin, IV. Law and Legal Institutions by Paul Bohannon)," in David L. Sills (ed.)
International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, Vol. 9 (New York: Macmillan
and Free Press, 1968) 49-78.
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on members of a collectivity. If we chunk all the ways in which
persons get this right to issue standards (i.e. all forms of simple
authority), the ways may be reduced to four: power, commitment,
wealth/status, and influence. Parsons calls these four "genera-
lized symbolic media of social interaction."'1 3 The duty to adhere
to standards set by authority derives from the sanctions that
power, commitment, wealth/status and influence wield. Let us
consider the four generalized symbolic media briefly now, since
they will prove useful in the cross-cultural model developed below.

Power is the symbolled capacity to secure performance of
binding obligations in the interest of effective collective action no-
tably due to the conditional implication of the imposition of nega-
tive sanctions (coercion, force) in case of non-compliance.

Commitment is the symbolled capacity to motivate fulfillment
of relevant obligations through appeal to a personal, subjectively
felt sense of duty, but without reference to any threat of external
sanction like force. Rather it includes threats of activating inter-
nalized sanctions like guilt feelings, sense of shame, disapproval,
and the like.

Wealth/status is the symbolled capacity to have effect on the
physical resources of another because of one's status (ascribed or
achieved) within the collectivity and consequent ability to en-
hance the status of the other, e.g. by association, patronage, gift,
and'the like. Compliance derives from some positive advantage of-
fered the other.

Influence is the symbolled capacity to have effect on the opin-
ions and attitudes of another to decide to act in a certain way be-
cause it is perceived to be good for the other independently of
changes in his situation, and for positive reasons (i.e. not because
of violations of obligations or negative sanctions). This is done by
persuasion-giving information and/or announcing one's intention
to act or take a position.

These considerations should prove useful later on since they
offer insight into the styles of norms: penal based on power, com-
pensatory based on wealth/status, therapeutic based on commit-
ment, and conciliatory based on influence.14 However, here it
suffices to pick up the thread cut by our detour consideration of

13. See Talcott Parsons, "On the Concept of Influence," Public Opinion Quar-
terly 27 (1963) 37-62; idem, "On the Concept of Political Power," Proceedings of the
American Philosophical Society 107 (1963) 232-262; idem, "On the Concept of Value-
Commitments," Sociological Inquiry 38 (1968) 135-160; all reprinted in his Politics
and Social Structure (N.Y.: Free Press, 1969). ,

14. See Donald Black, The Behavior of Law (N.Y.: Academic Press, 1976) 4-6
and passim.
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simple authority and how it issues its ad hoc, random, and unsys-
tematized standards. Standards can be and are institutionalized;
when they are, the result is custom.

b) Custom

Custom is an institutionalized set of standards.'5 If an institu-
tion can be described as an abstract social structure or pattern dif-
ferentiated from other such patterns in terms of the ends it
mediates, then what institutions give structural shape to are gen-
eralized values defined in terms of differentiated ends. Institu-
tions give values structural shape, thus spelling out values for
more specific contexts of social action. Custom, then, as an institu-
tionalized set of standards, is a body of binding obligations re-
garded as right by one party and acknowledged as a duty by
another, and kept in force by the specific processes of reciprocity
and publicity inherent in a given basic structure (institution) of
society. Custom inheres in the basic institution itself (e.g. politics,
economics, religion, education, kinship), while standard inheres
only in a given interaction. Customs, while generally sets of ad
hoc, random, unsystematized standards, are generally clear and
well known to all who are committed to participation in these insti-
tutions.

Customs are produced and maintained by legitimate author-
ity. Legitimate authority is simple authority that is validated by
some principle other than the simple authority itself. Legitimation
rests on some common, higher order norm in a collectivity that
constrains its individual members to conform to the wishes of a
superior (who becomes thereby a legitimate authority), while ac-
knowledging the subordinate status of the rest of the collectivity.
Examples of legitimating higher order norms include divine will,
hereditary succession, kinship, seniority, democratic election, aris-
tocratic election, private property, special competence, and the
like.

Like simple authority, legitimate authority likewise gets re-
sults in terms of the generalized symbolic media of social interac-
tion mentioned above. However depending on its specific cultural
scripts, a society envisions itself as interacting with legitimate au-
thority either in terms of obligatory consent or in terms of consen-
sual obligation. This happens because legitimate authority entails

15. The distinction between custom and law that follows derives from Paul Bo-
hannon, "The Differing Realms of the Law," in Donald Black and Maureen Mileski
(eds.), The Social Organization of Law (N.Y.: Seminar Press, 1973) 306-317, and his
IESS contribution cited in n.12 above.
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not merely tolerant approval but active confirmation and promo-
tion of social patterns by common values-whether preexisting
ones or those that emerge in a collectivity in the course of social
interaction. Thus legitimate authority is an ascribed right.

The forms of legitimate authority run a range from traditional
to rational (to use Max Weber's terms-but not his model). The
successful criticism and dislocation of the higher order norms le-
gitimating the previously legitimated authority in a given society
results in what Weber called charismatic authority.16

c) Law

When one social institution subsumes and sanctions the cus-
tom of another, the result is law. Law is a doubly institutionalized
set of standards. In other words, law is a body of binding obliga-
tions regarded as right by one party and acknowledged as duty by
another, which has been reinstitutionalized (or doubly institution-
alized). In the experience of complex societies, the doubly institu-
tionalizing institution is normally the political institution, which
then keeps the custom of other institutions in force by its own
sanctions so that society can function in an orderly manner on the
basis of the norms so maintained. Generally speaking, law tends
to suppress custom as found in the primary institutions. The polit-
ical institution gets perceived as the controller and dispute settler
for the economic, religious, kinship and educational institutions.
Morality (norms of primary institutions) gets equated with legal-
ity. Further, rules of law tend to become the domain of experts in
the reinstitutionalizing domain and can thus easily become out of
phase with the perceived customary rights and duties of the rein-
stitutionalized primary institutions.

Law then gets produced by legal authority. Legal authority is
the authority dimension of the political institution, embracing and
subsuming the legitimate authority of the other primary social in-
stitutions and re-authorizing the customs of those other primary
institutions as legal or lawful. Further, just as legitimate authority
gets validated by some higher order, legitimating norm, so legal
authority gets validated by means of explicit reasons that defend

16. For a discussion and application of Weber's authority model in Pauline
Christianity, see Bengt Holmberg, Paul and Power: The Structure of Authority in
the Primitive Church as Reflected in the Pauline Epistles (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1980) 123-192; Holmberg offers a critique of a previous study in the same di-
rection, that of John H. Schutz, Paul and the Anatomy of Apostolic Authority (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge U. Press, 1975); the major difficulty with both Holmberg and
Schutz is their universalizing of sociological models, i.e. they lack cross-cultural
checks in applying the models, apart from their own unarticulated intuitions.
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the binding directives issued by legal authority. These explicit
reasons look to the intrinsic merit of those directives in and of
themselves, i.e. in terms of the publicly acknowledged values (so-
cietal core values and their replications) intrinsic in the directive.
Legal reasoning will normally be shaped by the core values that a
society shares and that make it cohere. In other words, legal au-
thority is political authority legitimated by no other higher order
principle than the intrinsic reasons generated by societal core val-
ues.

Legal authority likewise generates a domain of experts in the
rules of law, procedural and substantive, called lawyers. A lawyer
is an expert in the assessment of authoritativeness because law is
the outcome of the order institutionalized in political authority.
Again, this assessment made by lawyers consists in formulating or
criticizing the reasons upon which the authority of claims, deci-
sions, policies and actions rest. Unlike standards and customs, law
is explicitly structured and relatively well systematized in an ar-
ticulated way. But like standards and customs, the style of law fol-
lows the prevalent generalized symbolic media of social
interaction in the society at large, i.e. the style may be penal, thera-
peutic, conciliatory and/or compensatory.

Since law is custom reinstitutionalized by means of the polit-
ical institution re-authorizing the customs of the other primary in-
stitutions of a given society, such re-authorization of custom may
be effected over the opposition of other institutions or with their
cooperation. What might explain the quality of the transition from
custom to law and subsequent reinstitutionalization?

3. CUSTOM AND LAw

Perhaps a fruitful way to explain the transition from custom to
law is to focus on the type of interchange expected and carried out
by each.17 As mentioned in the definition above, custom gets real-
ized in terms of reciprocity. Law, on the other hand, gets realized
in terms of redistribution. By reciprocity I mean a type of vice-
versa movement between two parties or social units. Since custom
entails two parties, it looks to social duality, to a relationship be-

17. Stanley Diamond, "The Rule of Law Versus the Order of Custom," in Don-
ald Black and Maureen Mileski (eds.), The Social Organization of Law (N.Y.: Sem-
inar Press, 1973) 318-341 offers a critique of Bohannon's (nn. 12 and 15 supra)
hypothesis that law is the double institutionalization of custom. Since law in the
instances cited by Diamond simply rides roughshod over custom, law would be re-
lated to custom only chronologically, not logically; hence Bohannon's description
would be faulty. In what follows, I hope to show a logical relation, even in instances
of active opposition to emerging law.
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tween parties, the action and reaction of two sides, two distinct
social interests. Custom is based on the social fact of sides.

Law gets realized in terms of redistribution. By redistribution
I mean a type of pooling by members of a group toward some cen-
tral agency (normally the political institution) and a redivision by
that central agency within the group. Law involves a sort of com-
plex reciprocity between the one and the many rather than be-
tween two sides. Since law entails many parties, it looks to the
collective action of a group, a relation within a group, the comple-
ment of social unity. Such pooling stipulates a social center where
rights and duties prescribed by custom meet and then flow out-
ward in the form of laws for members of the group. Law thus
serves as a social boundary marker with major focus on those who
belong to the group (e.g. citizens).

To explain how custom and its reciprocity might be trans-
formed into law and its redistribution, it would serve us well to
consider the types of custom and their transformation quality.

a) Types of Custom 18

Custom realizes the values and meanings that can be embod-
ied in and realized by vice-versa exchanges, by reciprocity. Such
exchanges can run from (A) disinterested concern for the other
party, through (B) mutuality in symmetrical relationship, to (C)
pure self-interest to the disadvantage of the other party. Thus the
range of reciprocities that custom embraces might be described in
terms of its extremes and mid-point:

A B C,
LI I I / I I / I I I I I

Generalized Balanced Negative

(A) Customs of generalized reciprocity: refer to interactions that
are "altruistic" in the sense that the immediate focus is on "alter,"
and his/her "needs." This entails the waiving of one's rights with a
view to facilitating the rights of another, yet with the expectation
of return at some indefinite point in the future and with open-en-
ded conditions. Rights are waived without specification of counter
obligation in terms of time, quantity or quality. Such customs in-
cluding sharing, hospitality, help, generosity, kinship, fictive kin-

18. This discussion of custom based on reciprocity and the development of
reciprocity into redistribution derives from models applied to economics by
Marshall Sahlins, Stone Age Economics (Chicago: Aldine-Atherton Inc., 1972) 185-
275.
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ship dues, noblesse/richesse oblige in closed, limited good
systems, and the like. This is a sort of weak reciprocity in the
sense that the corresponding obligation on the part of alter to re-
ciprocate is left vague, indeterminate and unspecified. In such cus-
toms, who one is and with whom one interacts (i.e. social
relations) determines the flow of rights and duties. Social roles de-
termine rights and duties.

(B) Customs of balanced reciprocity: refer to interactions that
are symmetrical in the sense that immediate focus is on immediate
and equivalent reciprocation. In this vice-versa movement, parties
confront each other as distinct bearers of right and duty, con-
cerned with more or less precise reckoning with return of duty to
be performed for the right exercised within some short term, defi-
nite and determined. Thus the what's of the interchange as well as
the who and with whom aspects get equal weight. Of this type of
custom are marital exchanges, friendship compacts, trade, buying
and selling, payment interactions. Any right and duty interaction
stipulating the performance of a duty upon the exercise of a right
within a finite and narrow time period would be balanced reciproc-
ity. In such custom, the flow of rights and duties determines who
one is and with whom one interacts. Rights and duties determine
social roles.

(C) Customs of negative reciprocity: refer to interactions that
are totally "egocentric" in the sense that the immediate focus is on
"ego" and his/her "wants." This entails the insisting upon one's
rights with a view to constraining and diminishing the rights of an-
other. Rights are insisted upon by one party in such a way as to
get something for nothing with impunity. Such customs embrace
interactions begun and conducted with a view to the maximizing of
one's rights at another's expense, to the exercise of one's rights
without intention or thought of any corresponding duty to the
other. Such customs include entrapment, the protection racket,
theft, rigged gambling, profiteering of any sort, and any variety of
appropriation and seizure. In negative reciprocity, social relations
are fully and entirely backgrounded, left out of the picture; the re-
lation is entirely impersonal, with total focus on the rights of the
usurping party alone.

The types of custom directing institutionalized interactions
generally depend upon the social context of the interacting part-
ners. This social context depends upon such variables as kinship,
fictive kinship, rank, type of right and duty, and other factors. A
sort of sector analysis of the relationship of the reciprocity struc-
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tures implicit or explicit in custom and social context would look
as follows (see figure 1).

FIGURE 1

While the model points to sectoral division and reciprocity var-
iation, it also implies a moral dimension, i.e. a good/bad dimen-
sion. It also implies a definition of "who is my neighbor" crucial to
the application of rights and duties spelled out in moral principles.
Thus a given act is not so much good or bad in itself; it depends on
who the "other" is. What is wrong within the bosom of one's
household or community may be the object of praise when occur-
ring at the periphery.
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b) Custom Becomes Law

Customs of generalized reciprocity take place in various ways
within the rank order of a community. Such customs focus upon a
family head or community leader figure who, in turn, carries on
customary generalized reciprocal relations with a number of indi-
viduals and groups, and this in turn is a form of redistribution, of
centricity. Reciprocity focused upon and with a head or leader is a
centralized formal organization of rank reciprocities-an extensive
social integration of the duties and obligations of leadership.
Under what conditions does such generalized reciprocity develop
into the leadership exercising its rights, collecting its dues so to
say, from those standing in generalized reciprocal relationship
with the leadership?

While a group leader is nearly always the central recipient of
duties and bestower of rights, such leadership is of two sorts. A
leader may get his role by ascription (notably lineage) with his
following being his natural corporate group, kin group, fictive kin
group, fellow believers, etc.; thus his central position in the redis-
tributive network is ascribed by right of leadership due to him
along with leadership obligation. On the other hand a leader may
get his role by achievement, with his following being the result of
his generosity, a starting mechanism that builds up a following in
generalized reciprocity. Such a relationship based on achievement
would normally dissolve with the demise of the pivotal leader.
However where generalized reciprocity is coupled with ascribed
rank, it can become sui generis by virtue of ascribed duty and take
on the distinctive character of redistribution by the leader in ques-
tion. By taking charge of the pooling of rights and duties toward a
center (normally his group, rank) with an eventual redivision of
rights and duties among those in the group, customs get reinstitu-
tionalized by the leadership. Thus the customs sanctioned by the
leadership take on the quality of law, law which normally hallows
the order sought by the leadership and his following, not that of
other institutions.

Customs of generalized reciprocity developing into redistribu-
tion by means of ascribed leadership would then mark the emer-
gence of law with the cooperation of the reinstitutionalized
institutions (e.g. the emergence of clan law in Yahwistic Israel).
On the other hand, customs of negative reciprocity toward adja-
cent groups in a position of geographical immobility and impo-
tence (e.g. by war and occupation or colonization) would lead to
the assimilation of such collectivities to the lowest rungs of the as-
similating group. The resulting centrism such symbiosis involves
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would mark the emergence of law effected over the opposition of
other institutions (e.g. Roman law imposed on conquered first cen-
tury peoples). The following chart displays the possibilities.

balanced reciprocity (no development to law possible)

generalized reciprocity f _ law (cooperatively accepted)

negative reciprocity I i law (accepted with opposition)

Such then are the highly abstract dimensions of law and au-
thority in a sociological perspective. To utilize these dimensions in
cross-cultural comparison, they have to be set within some explicit
and articulated cross-cultural matrix. Without such cross-cultural
matrix, we might fall prey to the untested intuition that those as-
pects of the sociology of law outlined above apply to all societies in
much the same way.

4. NORMS IN CROSS.CULTURAL SETTING: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL
PERSPECTIVE

What we now need is a set of interrelated propositions about
human social behavior in cross-cultural settings at a level of gener-
alization that facilitates testing or validation in terms of the infor-
mation available from the first century Hellenistic world in
general, and from Paul in particular. Such a set of propositions has
been formulated by Mary Douglas 19 and synthesized by Isenberg
and Owen.20 Douglas has developed a model of cultural scripts, so
to say, that has the form of an algebraic matrix. Such cultural
scripts are the outcome of the human process of classification or
patterning. Meaning might be defined as socially shared and ap-
preciated patterns-patterns of implicit and explicit perception of
experience on the basis of socially shared conceptions (i.e. experi-
ence + conception = perception). The presumption is that the
world of man is a symbolic social world, a world which is somehow
socially constructed and maintained by men and in which all
human social interaction is a process of shared communication. In

19. Mary Douglas, Natural Symbols: Explorations in Cosmology (N.Y.: Vin-
tage Books, 1973); she applies the matrix to economics in her book with Baron Ish-
erwood, The World of Goods (N.Y.: Basic Books, 1979). For those who might read
these books and compare them with my presentation here, I should like to point to
an important difference: Douglas conceives of the point where the vertical grid axis
crosses the horizontal group axis to have a value of 0; I posit the value of the central
axis crossing to be 50, with the 0 value lying in the lower left hand corner of the
diagram. The value of doing so is to account for the social location of extremely
liminal persons; Douglas would place them at the center of the diagram, while I
would put them at the lower left, in weakest group and lowest grid.

20. Sheldon R. Isenberg and Dennis E. Owen, "Bodies, Natural and Contrived:
The Work of Mary Douglas," Religious Studies Review 3 (1977) 1-16.
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social interaction, just as in language, the central problem is to de-
termine how far the meaning which is conveyed to the listener, au-
dience, or interacting partner is that intended by the cultural
system. For if some person gets results in social interaction, we
must presume that some sort of larger social set of "rules of the
game" must be at work.21 Douglas presents us with four sets of
"rules of the game" in the form of general or theoretical hypothe-
ses proper to distinctive and mutually incompatible cultural
scripts. These general hypotheses are postulated sets of relation-
ships between two or more conceptual generalizations (e.g. be-
tween purity, ritual, sin, cosmology, misfortune, and the like).
Theoretical hypotheses get validated by applying them to concrete
cases and finding matches between the theory and the case in
point. In this section of the essay, I hope to outfit the theoretical
model of Douglas with a law dimension, then apply the whole to
Paul's letters dealing with law to see whether the model might
heuristically flesh out what is left unsaid in the texts and whether
the texts can flesh out the theoretical matrix.

a) Grid and Group

Douglas' model consists of two axes, a vertical one called
"grid," and a horizontal one called "group" (see figure 2). Grid and
group then form two variables on the basis of which Dougla pro-
ceeds to situate the societies she has studied to form a sort of scat-
tergram of distinctive traits.

21. Compare the observation of Edmund Leach, Culture and Communicatio"
The Logic by Which Symbols Are Connected (Cambridge: Cambridge U. Press,
1976) 5: "Where there is discrepancy between verbal statements and observed be-
havior, rationalists tend to maintain that the social reality 'exists' in the verbal
statements rather than in what actually happens. The justification for this position
may be illustrated by an analogy. A Beethoven symphony 'exists' as a musical
score which can be interpreted in all sorts of ways by all sorts of orchestras. The
fact that a particularly incompetent performance diverges widely from the score as
written does not lead us to say that the 'real' symphony was the bad performance
rather than the ideal score. In thinking of rationalist (structuralist) social anthro-
pologists, the 'structure' of a system of social ideas bears the same sort of relation-
ship to what actually happens as does a musical score to the performance. The
score is, in a sense, the 'cause' of what happens, but we cannot work backwards and
reliably infer the score from direct observation of any single performer's behavior.
In the musical case, the score originates 'in the mind' of the composer. By analogy,
committed rationalists tend to write of cultural systems being composed by a kind
of collectivity-the human mind.' From this they infer that it is necessary to study
a number of contrasted empirical examples (a number of separate performances by
separate orchestras) before we can be confident that we know what is the common
abstract 'reality' which underlies them all." Douglas has studied a number of socie-
ties to produce her matrix and its scripts; I intend to use Paul as a further case.
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FIGURE 2

Weak Group, High Grid

Purity: pragmatic attitude toward purity, pollu-
tion is not automatic; bodily exuviae not threaten-
ing and may be recycled

Ritual: used for private as well as public ends
when present; ego remains superior to the ritual
process; condensed symbols do not delimit reality

Personal Identity: individualism; pragmatic
and adaptable

Body: viewed instrumentally, as means to
some end; self-controlled; treated pragmatically

Sin: basically caused by ignorance or failure,
hence viewed as stupidity or embarrassment with
loss of face, with the individual responsible

Cosmology: geared to individual success and
initiative; the cosmos is benignly amoral; God is a
sort of junior partner

Suffering and Misfortune: an intelligent person
ought to be able to avoid them-totally eiminable

WEAK
GROUP

Weak Group, Low Grid

Purity: anti the purity postures of the quadrant
from which it emerged

Ritual: anti the ritual postures of the quadrant
from which it emerged; effervescent spontaneity
valued

Personal Identity: no antagonism between so-
ciety and the self; but the old society of the quad-
rant from which it emerged is seen as oppressive;
roles of previous quadrant rejected self control
and/or social control are low; highly individualistic

Body: irrelevant; life is spiritual; purity con-
cerns are absent, but they may be rejected; may be
used freely or renunciation may prevail

Sin: a matter of personal ethics and interiority
Cosmology: the cosmos is likely to be imper-

sonal; there is individual access to God or gods,
usually direct and without mediation; cosmos is
benign

Suffering and Misfortune: love conquers all;
love can eliminate it

Group: refers to the degree of societal pressure at
work on a given social unit to conform to societal
norms.
-Strong group: indicates high pressure to conform
along with strong corporate identity, clear distinc-
tion between in-group and out-group, clear sets of
boundaries separating the two, and a clear set of
normative symbols defining, expressing and repli-
cating group identity.
-Weak group: indicates low pressure to conform
along with rather nebulous group identity (individ-
ualism), fuzzy distinction between in-group and
out-group, highly porous sets of boundaries be-
tween interfacing groups and few or too many non-
normative symbols defining, expressing and repli-
cating group identity.

HIGH
GRID Strong Group, High Grid

Purity: strong concern for purity; well-defined
purification rituals, purity rules define and main-
tain social structure

Ritual: a society of fixed rituals; rituals express
the internal classification system of the group; ritu-
al symbols perdure in all contexts of life; perma-
nent sacred place

Personal Identity: a matter of internalizing
clearly articulated social roles, individual subservi-
ant to, but not in conflict with, society; dyadic
personality

Body: tightly controlled but a symbol of life
Sin: the violation of formal rules; focus is upon

behavior rather than on internal states of being; rit-
ual is efficacious in counteracting sin; individual re-
sponsible for sin

Cosmology: anthropomorphic; non-dualistic;
the universe is just and reasonable; personal
causality

Suffering and Misfortune: the result of auto-
matic punishment for the violation of formal rules;
part of a divine economy; can be alleviated, but not
eliminated

STRONG
-4 tilcouf'

GROUP

Strong Group, Low Grid

Purity: strong concern for purity but the inside
of the social and physical body is under attack, pol-
lution present but puriflcatiop rituals are ineffective

Ritual: a society of fixed rituals; ritual is fo-
cused upon group boundaries, with great concern to
expel pollutants (deviants) from the social body
fluid sacred place

Personal Identity: located in group member-
ship, not in the internalization of roles, which are
confused; distinction between appearance and in-
ternal state, dyadic

Body: social and physical bodies are tightly
controlled but under attack invaders have broken
through bodily boundaries; not a symbol of life

Sin: a matter of pollution; evil is lodged within
the individual and society; sin much like a disease
deriving from social structure; internal state of be-
ing more important than adherence to formal rules;
but the latter are still valued

Cosmology: anthropomorphic; dualistic; war-
ring forces of good and evil; universe is not just and
may be whimsical; personal causality

Suffering and Misfortune: unjust; not automat-
ic punishment; attributed to malevolent forces-
may be alleviated, but not eliminated

Grid: refers to the degree of assent normally given
to the symbol system---the classifications, patterns
of perception and evaluation--through which the
society enables its members to bring order and in-
telligibility to their experiences.
-High grid: indicates a high degree of fit or match
between the individual's experiences and societal
patterns of perception and evaluation. The individ-
ual will perceive the world as coherent, consistent
and entirely understandable in its broadest
reaches. Values consist of distinct sets of priorities.
-Low grid: indicates a low degree of fit or match
between an individual's expreiences and societal
patterns of perception and evaluation. The world is
largely incomprehensible. Values are scattered in
various configurations, hence consist of desiderata.

LOW
GRID
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Grid refers to the degree of assent that individuals in a society
give to the symbol system of their social world. The symbol sys-
tem enables members of the collectivity to bring order and intelli-
gibility to human experiences. High grid indicates a high degree
of fit or match between the individual's experiences and cultural
patterns of perception and evaluation. Experiences and societal
values find a high match. The individual perceives the world as
coherent, consistent and readily understandable in its broadest
reaches. People in high grid find meaning because of what is going
on. Low grid, on the other hand, indicates that individuals per-
ceive a low degree of fit or match between their social world's sym-
bol system and their own experiences. Experiences simply do not
match socially shared and publicly proclaimed values. The world
thus becomes largely incomprehensible and cultural values come
out of hierarchical focus. People in low grid find meaning in spite
of what is going on.

Group, in turn, refers to the degree of social pressure at work
on a given social unit (individual, group) to conform to cultural
norms. Strong group indicates a high degree of pressure to con-
form along with strong corporate identity. Strong group is charac-
terized further by clear distinctions between in-group and out-
group, clear sets of symbolic boundaries separating the two and
clear sets of normative symbols defining, expressing, and repli-
cating group identity. Weak group, on the other hand, indicates a
low degree of pressure to conform to cultural norms along with a
somewhat nebulous group identity, hence pronounced individual-
ism. Weak group is characterized by unclear distinctions between
in-group and out-group, shifting sets of symbolic boundaries be-
tween interfacing groups and few or too many non-normative sym-
bols that define, express and replicate group identity.

Douglas examined a number of societies and then located
them within one of the four quadrants on the basis of their
grid/group quality. She then chunked the similarities common to
all the groups in each quadrant and thus produced four contrasting
cultural scripts at a rather high level of abstraction. For our pur-
poses, the contrasting cultural scripts provide a welcome set of
filters for comparative study of cross-cultural meanings. Thus the
United States mainstream at present is clearly an instance of weak
group/high grid society, with a significant segment of the society
(adolescents) in the unstable weak group/low grid quadrant.
Given the complexity and population flow of the United States, we
also have very significant strong group/low grid collectivities (in
the Amana colonies, Hutterite groups, as well as various rather
close ethnic groups), as well as strong group/high grid configura-
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tions (the military, corporations, ABA, AMA). However, it would
seem that the large majority of Americans would define them-
selves as individuals, if not in the following terms, yet pretty much
as "a bounded, unique, more or less integrated motivational and
cognitive universe, a dynamic center of awareness, emotion, judg-
ment and action organized into a distinctive whole and set contras-
tively both against other such wholes and against its social and
natural background." 22 This is a weak group individual, rather rare
and peculiar among the world's inhabitants as Geertz has noted.

A strong group "individual," to paraphrase Geertz, is a person
who perceives himself or herself as a distinctive whole embedded
in and set in relation to other such wholes and within a given social
and natural background. Strong group persons conceive of them-
selves as always interrelated to other persons and within social
statuses, as embedded in other persons and groups. This is the
dyadic personality characteristic of strong group.

While the United States mainstream is weak group/high grid,
the Hellenistic world of the first century Mediterranean in its non-
Roman populations was clearly strong group/low grid.23 The shift
in the Hellenistic world at large from strong group/high grid
(classical Greece; pre-exilic Judea) to strong group/low grid has
its roots in the dissolution of Alexander's empire and the rise of
Roman dominance. Rome in turn reveals itself as a strong
grodp/high grid society as do those first century collectivities
throughout the empire that were given firm and stable social set-
tings within Rome's expanding hierarchical horizon (e.g. in Pales-
tine the Sadducees, in non-Roman cities of the empire, the
decuriones).24

In terms of the generalized symbolic media of social interac-
tion listed above, strong group societies work through special em-

22. Clifford Geertz,j" 'From the Native's Point of View': On the Nature of An-
thropological Understanding," in Keith H. Basso and Henry A. Selby (eds.), Mean-
ing in Anthropology (Albuquerque: U. of New Mexico Press, 1976) 225.

23. See Bruce J. Malina, 'The Social World Implied in the Letters of the Chris-
tian Bishop-Martyer (named Ignatius of Antioch)," in Paul J. Achtemeier (ed.), So-
ciety of Biblical Literature, 1978 Seminar Papers, Vol. II (Missoula, Mont.: Scholars
Press, 1978) 71-119.

24. If the reader would like to apply the model to our contemporary world to
facilitate imagining life in the first century, then put any state with four or more
effective political parties in the strong group/low grid quadrant-e.g. France, Italy,
Greece, England, Israel; and states with one or two exclusive parties in the strong
group/high grid quadrant--e.g. Russia, China, the Vatican, Germany; the elites in
these societies would be expected to follow the cultural scripts of their respective
quadrants, with attitudes toward law and authority as outlined in figure 3. However
in this essay, my interest is on Paul and the first century, not the contemporary
scene.
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phasis on power and commitment, with wealth and influence
secondary. Thus they are systems of obligation that gain consent
through obligations-systems of obligatory consent. Since mem-
bers of the collectivity are committed in some way to submission
to the wielders of power and controllers of commitment, they
would find the use of power and commitment closed to them. As a
result, their only recourse is to consensual devices (wealth, influ-
ence) to have effect on the sources of obligation (power, commit-
ment) to work on their behalf, to get results in interaction. In
other words, in strong group societies those above ego on the hier-
archy of persons (superiors) have effect on their subordinates by
using power and commitment; those who are subordinate attempt
to have effect on their superiors by employing influence and
wealth.

Now since power and commitment offer no positive advantage
in their sanctions (only punishment for non-compliance), the use
of these symbols by superiors over subordinates in social interac-
tion leads to and creates the presumption that all goods are lim-
ited. The presumption that all goods are limited means that broad
areas of human behavior are patterned in such fashion as to sug-
gest that persons in strong group societies view their total environ-
ment (people, things, events) as one in which all the desired
objects in life (land, wealth, health, friendship, love, manliness,
honor, power, loyalty, security, safety, etc.') exist in finite quantity
and are always in short supply. Not only are all good things finite
and limited in quantity, but in addition there are no ways aside
from wielding power and commitment to increase the available
quantities. Good, like power and commitment, is viewed as inher-
ent in nature; there to be divided and redivided, if necessary, but
not augmented.2 5 The basic reason for this perception is that com-
pliance with power and commitment never yields any increment
for the person or group complying, only decrease for non-compli-
ance.

Consequently, strong group societies develop interactive me-
dia in the consensual/acknowledgement phases of social life to
have effect on power and commitment. In other words, people will
tend to use wealth/inducement and influence/persuasion to get
power and commitment to work on their side, to get results. Ex-
amples of wealth inducement would include benefaction, public
gifts, sacrifices to gods, private gifts, bribery, etc. Examples of in-

25. See George M. Foster, "Peasant Society and the Image of IUmited Good,"
American Anthropologist 65 (1965) 293-315.
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fluence/persuasion would include embassy petitions, prayers,
vows, followership, discipleship, clientship.

Finally since a person's or group's well being in a strong group
society depends to a large extent on having an inducement or per-
suasive effect upon the superior wielders of power and commit-
ment, such persons tend to share the perception that every
significant effect in a person's or group's life is caused by a person
(with impersonal causality, i.e. technology, of secondary interest).
Hence strong group societies tend to perceive reality in terms of
personal causality-every effect that counts is caused by a person.
Free association of individuals is suspect, conspiracy hypotheses
to explain social interruptions are normal.

Weak group, in turn, works through special emphasis on the
generalized symbolic media of wealth and influence, with power
and commitment secondary. Thus they are systems of consent
and acknowledgement that gain recognition of obligation through
consensus-systems of consensual obligation. Since members of
the group are committed in some way to submission to wielders of
wealth and influence, they would find the use of wealth and influ-
ence closed to them. As a result their only recourse is to obligatory
devices (power and commitment) to have effect on the sources of
consensus (wealth, influence) to work on their behalf, to get re-
sults in interaction. In other words, in weak group societies, those
above ego on the hierarchy of persons (superiors) have effect on
their subordinate by using influence and wealth; those who are
subordinate attempt to have effect on their superiors by employing
power and commitment.

Further, since wealth and influence offer positive advantage in
their sanctions (some inducement or persuasive reasons for com-
pliance), their employment as paramount generalized symbolic
media of social interaction leads to the presumption that all goods
are unlimited. The presumption that all goods are unlimited
means that broad areas of human behavior are patterned in such
fashion as to suggest that persons in weak group societies view
their total environment (people, things, events) as one in which all
the desired objects of life exist in infinite supply and are rarely if
ever in short supply. Not only are all goods inexhaustible and lim-
itless in quantity, but in addition there are many ways aside from
wealth and influence to increase the available quantities. Good,
like wealth and influence, can be replicated, multiplied and aug-
mented. The basic reason for this perception is that compliance
with wealth and influence always yields an increment for the per-
son or group complying.
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Consequently, weak group societies develop interactive media
in the coercive/commitment (obligatory) phases of social life to
have effect on wealth and influence. In other words, people will
tend to use power/coercion and commitment/loyalty to get wealth
and influence to work on their side, to get results. Examples of
power/coercion would include voting procedures, riots (instru-
mental, interpersonal coercion), technology (instrumental, imper-
sonal coercion). Examples of commitment activation would
include contracts legally binding regardless of status, loyalty oaths
required regardless of status/reputation, a system of rules based
on the consent of the governed.

Finally, since a person's or group's well being in weak group
society depends to a large extent upon having a coercive or com-
mitment effect on the wielders of wealth and influence, such per-
sons tend to share the perception that every significant effect in a
person's or group's life is caused by some individually controlled
adequate cause, personal or impersonal. The reason for this is that
in weak group society, the individual perceives himself/herself in
control, as having coercive force both over people (through voting,
requisite consent; force) and things (through technolog)-hence
the social thrust is to enable the individual to understand and con-
trol persons (psychology, sociology, political science, etc.) and
things (technology) with a view to instrumental, self-externalizing
mastery of people and things. Consequently, weak group societies
tend to perceive reality in terms of adequate causality--every ef-
fect regardless of importance has an adequate cause, personal or
impersonal.

Now if we turn to grid in terms of that, part to whole analysis
called structural functionalism, high grid refers to systemic equi-
librium. In high grid systems, cultural ends and goals (values) and
structural means are integrated. Agents will all share or have in-
ternalized the goals of the group, which in turn will be part of the
individual's need structure-a need to realize core values. High
grid actors (individual or dyadic personalities) will all accept as
meaningful and employ the prevailing structural means for the re-
alization of prevailing cultural ends.

Low grid refers to systemic disequilibrium or malintegration.
Low grid occurs when the implied balance between ends and
means does not exist. In such situations, agents accept cultural
ends, but reject, remain ignorant of or cannot use legitimate struc-
tural means, or they reject, are ignorant of or develop alternative
cultural ends. Depending on the level of the drop in grid, a greater
or lesser degree of anomie (lack of regulation by the collective so-
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cial script) can be said to exist. In other words, anomie exists
when dominant cultural goals and/or legitimate normative struc-
tural means do not regulate the conduct of actors within some des-
ignated collectivity within a social system.

Weak group/low grid refers to the situation in which agents
reject, are ignorant of or develop alternative cultural goals or
ends-a veritable anticulture. Dominant cultural goals do not reg-
ulate conduct of agents in a segment of the social system.

Strong group/low grid refers to the situation in which agents
accept cultural goals, but reject, remain ignorant of or cannot use
normative means-basically a counter sub-culture. Normative
means do not regulate conduct of actors in a segment of the social
system.

Thus low grid describes a situation in which institutionalized
means are unequally available to member of a society or social
system. This situation is anomic for some segments of the popula-
tion and sets in motion efforts to adapt or cope with the disjunction
between cultural ends and structural means.

b) Anomie in Grid and Group

Robert Merton 26 offers a model of adaptation to anomie which
can easily be inserted into Douglas' grid/group model to the bene-
fit of both models. Merton schematizes the situation as follows: 27

Modes of Adaptation Cultural Ends Institutionalized Means

I. Conformity ....... + +
II. Innovation ........ +

III. Ritualism ......... +
IV. Retreatism .......
V. Rebellion ......... +

+ = acceptance of prevailing values
- = rejection of prevailing values
+ = rejection of prevailing values and substitution of new values

High grid, of course, is a form of adaptation that is the opposite of
anomie. The more widespread and salient the culturally defined

26. Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe, Ill.: Free
Press, 1949) 194.

27. Jonathan H. Turner, The Structure of Sociological Theory (Homewood, Ill.:
Dorsey Press, 19782) 87 notes Merton's "emphasis on classification-reminiscent of
Weber's ideal type or Parsons' penchant for typologies" in presenting this model
along with a sympathetic critique; it is culturally natural that as sociologists,
Weber, Parsons and Merton offer no cross-cultural filter for their models, but speak
rather universalistically.
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success goals and the more equally available to members of the
system are culturally legitimated structural means for realizing
them, the less the potential for anomie and the higher the rates of
conforming behavior in the system. Strong group looks to con-
forming groups; weak group looks to conforming individuals. High
grid, then, means no anomie while low grid points to anomie; how-
ever adaptation to anomie will depend upon the group variable.
Thus weak group/low grid is marked by a rejection of cultural
goals or ends. Main forms of adaptation would be III, IV, and V.

Ritualism, in this context, is the acceptance of structural
means, with slavish conformity to them, but rejection of success
goals. This allays status anxiety when structural means are used
for competitive effort for success.

Retreatism is the rejection of both cultural values and goals as
well as structural means. The result, in weak group, :is that the
individual apathetically exists within the social system, i.e. not in-
volved with anything or anyone, doing one's own thing, alone (the
hermit type, recluse).

Rebellion is the rejection of both means and ends, but with ef-
forts to substitute new means and ends. Rebellious behavior is
most likely where the frustration and perceived deprivations over
the failure to realize goals through legitimate channels dramati-
cally increases and where groups codifying an ideology capable of
mobilizing deprivations exists. Hence some ideology articulating
deprivation experiences in individualistic fashion is necessary
(e.g. songs, movies, poetry, novels, gossip). In weak group the fo-
cus of the ideology will be on ends and goals, on the cultural com-
ponent, resulting in an anti-culture (not a counter culture).

Now the strong group/low grid scheme of things is marked by
a rejection of the structural paths to goals, of the system of struc-
tured relations among actors. Main forms of adaptation would be
II, IV, and V.

Innovation, in the strong group context, involves the quest for
and the development of new means to realize the success goals of
the society or collectivity in question. Since the goals are still held,
resentment about closed access to the goals may accompany such
innovations. If strong group/low grid groups are embedded in a
larger strong group/high grid frame, then such innovations would
be considered "illegitimate" by strong group/high grid groups.

Retreatism in the strong group mode is a rejection of both cul-
tural values and goals as well as structural means, but here groups
(rather than individuals) exist apathetically within the social sys-
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tem, i.e. non-involved, doing the group's own thing (apocalyptic
groups are like this).

Rebellion, as mentioned above, is marked by both rejection of
prevalent means and ends, but with the effort to substitute new
means and ends. In a strong group setting, the emphasis is on ide-

ologies that articulate new means, on the structural component, re-
sulting in a counter or alternative structure (e.g. the rise of the
synagogue versus the Temple in Judaism). Figure 3 below situates
these aspects of adaptation to anomie on the grid/group chart.

c) Law in Grid and Group

As mentioned above, standard, custom, and law are generated
by authority, hence ways of keeping others to norms, to the norma-
tive life of a group. Any application of these definitions to social
groups and their cultural scripts depends upon the perceived focus
of the one binding and the one bound. In weak group systems, fo-
cus is on the individual as defined previously. Such systems would
presuppose that the human body, the individual, is the proper rep-
licated locus of authority, i.e. that the human body is inviolably pri-
vate unless certain contracts like marriage have been entered into.
On the other hand, strong group systems focus on the social body,
i.e. the social body is inviolably private unless certain contracts
like treaty have been entered into. Thus priorities will be per-
ceived differently in each group dimension.

Further, high grid would mean that there is a close phasing
between norms and societal experience and values. Following
norms leads to social integration. On the other hand, low grid im-
plies distant phasing between norms and society. Following norms
can only lead to social catastrophe or social indignation. If we situ-
ate these observations in their respective quadrants, the cultural
script would offer the following expectations:

-strong group/high grid: the legal institution appropriately re-
flects the custom that it reinstitutionalizes. Law and life in other
primary institutions are in phase. Law preserves society and fo-
cuses upon the inviolable privacy of the social body.

-strong group/low grid: while the legal institution is meant to
preserve society, it is ineffective to the task. New, often negative,
social realities have intervened into the social body, warranting
change and the rejection of law in favor of custom. Conflicts deal
with transformations of custom to meet the changing situation.
Anarchic (i.e. non-legal) modes of preserving competing groups
are favored.
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Interpreting Social Norms: Implicit Law

Law and Legal Authority (Example: U.S.)

-Cultural ends and institutional means are in
phase

-No anomie, high degree of social conformity
-The legal institution appropriately shapes the

custom the it reinstitutionalizes. Law mokid soci-
ety and focuses upon the inviolable privacy of the
individual body

FIGURE 3

HIGH
GRID'

Characteristics of weak group collectivities
(high & low grid)

-all good are limitless
-adequate causality

-Generalized Symbolic Media
of Social Interaction

Superiors: Influence and Wealth
Subordinates: Power and Commitment
-- Style of law/custom/standards

compensatory - obligation
conciliatory -harmony

-Individualistic personality: the individual
body is inviolable

Standard and Primary Authority
(Example: new ideological group in first fervor)

-Cultural ends and institutional means are out of
phase

-Responses to anomie: range from ritualism-
retreatism-rebellion

-While the legal institution is meant to mold socie-
ty, it is ineffective to the task. New, often nega-
tive, social experiences have intervened into the
individual body (knowledge, experiences, in-
sights) warranting change and the rejection of
law and the customs that law reinstitutionalizes
in favor of new standards.

-Conflicts deal with transformation of standards to
meet changing situations.

-Anarchic (i.e. non-legal) modes of molding
groups are favored.

*Group: refers here to the dimension of the inter-
acting agents in an authority interaction.

Strong group: focuses upon the social body;
the social body is inviolably private unless cer-
tain contracts like treaty have been entered into.

Weak group: focuses upon the individual body,
the individual is inviolably private unless certain
contracts like marriage have been entered into.

I-

LOW
GRID*

Law and Legal Authority (Example: Roman
citizens in the Roman Empire)

-Cultural ends and institutional means are in
phase

-No anomse, high degree of social conformity
-The legal institution appropriately reflects the

custom that it re-institutionalizes. Law pre-
serves society and focuses upon the inviolable
privacy of the social body

Characteristics of strong group collectivities
(high & low grid)

-all goods are limited
-personal causality
-Generalized Symbolic Media

of Social Interaction STRONG

Superiors: Power and Commitment GROUP-

Subordinates: Influence and Wealth
-Style of law/custom:

penal - prohibition
therapeutic - normality

-Dyadic personality: the group body
is inviolable

Custom and Legitimate Authority
(Example: Conquered peoples-non-elites--in
the Roman Empire)

-Cultural ends and institutional means are out of
phase

-Responses to anomie: range from innovation-
retreatism--rebellion

-While the legal institution is meant to preserve
society, it is ineffective to the task. New, often
negative, social realities have intervened into
the social body, warranting change and the
rejection of law in favor of custom.

-Conflicts deal with the transformation of custom
to meet changing situations-hence are about
legitimate authority.

Anarchic (i.e. non-legal) modes of group preserva-
tion are favored.

*Grid: refers here to the degree of phasing or
overlap between law/custom and socie-
ty/institution.

High Grid: means there is close phasing
between law and societal experiences and val-
ues. Following the law leads to social integra-
tion.

Low grid: means distant phasing between law
and society, societal experiences and values.
Following the law can only lead to social catas-
trophe and social disintegration, resulting in
social indignation.
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-weak group/high grid: the legal institution is expected to
shape the custom that it reinstitutionalizes. Law and life in other
primary institutions are in phase. Law molds society and focuses
upon the inviolable privacy of the individual body.

-weak group/low grid: while the legal institution is meaRt to
mold society, it is ineffective to the task. New, often negative, so-
cial experiences have intervened into the individual body (knowl-
edge, experiences, insights) warranting change and the rejection
of law and the custom it reinstitutionalizes in favor of newly
minted standards. Conflicts deal with transformations of stan-
dards to meet changing situations. Anarchic (i.e. non-legal) modes
of molding society are favored.

d) Styles of Law

As regards preferred styles of law (or custom or standard), re-
call what was said above about generalized symbolic media of so-
cial interaction and their replication in norms. Power has penal
sanctions, commitment has therapeutic sanctions, influence has
conciliatory sanctions and wealth has compensatory sanctions. If
this is so, then styles of law (or custom or standards) will correlate
with the grid and group matrix as well. Strong group societies
would emphasize penal and therapeutic styles, while weak group
societies would emphasize conciliatory and compensatory styles.
Following Black,28 the styles of law emerge as follows:

Strong Group Weak Group

Style ........................... Penal Therapeutic Conciliatory Compensatory
Standard ....................... Prohibition Normality Harmony Obligation
Problem ........................ Guilt Need Conflict Debt
Initiation of Case ................ Group Deviant Disputants Victim
Identity of Deviant ............... Offender Victim Disputant Debtor
Solution ........................ Punishment Help Resolution Payment
Symbolic Medium ................ Power Commitment Influence Wealth/Status

Black also notes that penal and compensatory social control are
accusatory styles of control, in a win/lose, all or nothing situation.
On the other hand therapeutic and conciliatory control are reme-
dial styles, methods of social repair and maintenance looking to
what is necessary to ameliorate a bad situation.29

Figure 3 schematizes the whole foregoing discussion of law
within a grid and group matrix.

28. Black, Theory of Law, op. cit., 5; I have taken the liberty to add Parsons'
generalized symbolic media of social interaction and to apply the whole with group
setting; Black does not mention Parsons or Douglas.

29. Black, op. cit., 4.
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B. PAUL'S POINT OF VIEW IN ETIC PERSPECTIVE

Our task now is to read through the writings of Paul while
wearing the cross-cultural lenses set out in the previous part of
this essay. What does our etic model allow us to say about Paul
and the social system in which he was embedded? To begin with,
by his own admission Paul was a first century Pharisaic Jew (Phil.
3,4-6; Gal. 1,13-14; 2,14-21). Pharisaic Judaism in the Hellenistic
world fit into the strong group/low grid quadrant of social scripts
(unlike the strong group/high grid Sadducees). This would mean
that members of such collectivities were dyadic personalities, 30

very much concerned about group boundaries (for Pharisees: pu-
rity rules; for Paul: who is in Christ, who is not), aware of some
sort of negative influence pervading the various primary and sec-
ondary groups they belong to (for Pharisees: Hellenistic values,
Roman occupation; for Paul: Sin), and living in a rather unjust cos-
mos.

It seems that Paul never thought of his primary dyadic social
location as other than Jewish (i.e. he thought of himself as a Jew
"in Christ"). He shared the typically Jewish core value of interper-
sonal contentment, the acquiescence in human finitude and
human limitation as well as the achievement of a genuinely human
existence. What he expected of the God of his Fathers was help in
facilitating realization of the core value, to become and be what he
is, a limited, finite and free human being.31 The typical Jewish ar-
ticulation of this core value is shalom ("peace"). In Pharisaic Ju-
daism, the replication of this value took the form of studying and
practicing Torah.

In Hebrew, "torah" means instruction, the giving of directives.
In the Jewish tradition, the term refers to the instruction or direc-
tives given by God to facilitate the realization of the core values of
the group. During the period of the Israelite monarchy, Torah was
law. With the Babylonian exile of 587-538 BCE and subsequent
restoration in the territory of Palestine called Judaea, the restored
residents of that place (Judaean = Jews) turned once more to To-
rah, but by the Hellenistic and subsequent Roman periods, Torah
was reduced to custom, custom legitimated by God. Arguments
about Torah therefore would deal with interpretations of these le-

30. See Bruce J. Malina, "The Individual and the Community-Personality in
the Social World of Early Christianity," Biblical Theology Bulletin 9 (1979) 126-138.

31. See notably E.A. Judge, "St. Paul as a Radical Critic of Society," In-
terchange: Papers on Biblical and Current Questions #16 (1974) 191-203; also his
"St. Paul and Socrates," Interchange: Papers on Biblical and Current Questions #14
(1973) 106-116.
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gitimated customs resting on the legitimate authority of the God of
the Fathers and of those authorized to interpret it (scribes). Given
the strong group/low grid cultural script, there were of course
competing groups (schools) of interpretation.

About the third century BCE, the Hebrew (and Aramaic) To-
rah was translated into Greek (the version known as the Septua-
gint = LXX). It was the Hellenistic translators of the LXX who
rendered Hebrew Torah with the Greek nomos. Nomos in Greek
means a rule or a norm (the Latin lex or law shifts the word to a
much more specific field of meaning, yet it is with this Latin field of
meaning that most readers of Paul read his texts since in English
Paul's nomos is regularly translated law). Thus when Torah re-
fers to those sections of the Hebrew normative writings that spell
out rules or norms, then Torah and nomos cover the same field.
But since the LXX uses nomos for Torah nearly all the time, cover-
ing even those parts of Torah that do not at all deal with rules or
norms, LXX usage thus gives "a misleading legalistic tone to much
of the Old Testament, '32 and readers of Paul subsequently think
he is opposing a legalistic ideology, the ideology of Judaism, which
is not exactly the case.

1. PAUL AND THE LAW

What is Paul's point about the law (nomos, Torah)? In order
to understand Paul's contention at the level of social analysis we
are attempting here, it is rather important to realize that in the first
century Hellenistic world, there were only two formally differenti-
ated social institutions, namely politics and kinship. Religion, edu-
cation, and economics obviously did exist, but in substantive ways,
embedded in one or the other for the formal social institutions.
Thus what we would call private religious practice was certainly
obligatory because it was part of the kinship institution. Public
participation in religion was optional, sporadic, nonobligatory,
since it was part of the political institution and obliged those, for
the most part, who sat at the tops of the hierarchies of various sets
and sub-sets of government in the Roman empire. 33

Further, a thinker of the quality of Paul would have been char-
acterized as a philosopher by Graeco-Romans, and as a scribe by

32. C.H. Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks (London: Hodder and Stoughton,
1954) 41; Dodd's whole chapter on "The Law" is perhaps the clearest descriptive
linguistic study of the terms involved.

33. Perhaps the first attempt at a distinct and differentiated religious institu-
tion that might be like religion in our sense of the word might be traced to Mani
(216-277 A.D.), see Wilfred C. Smith, The Meaning and End of Religion: A New Ap-
proach to the Religious Traditions of Mankind (N.Y.: Mentor Books, 1964) 86-90.
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Jews. Given his Jewish background within his strong group/low
grid setting, Paul's concern was not with public-political, optional
substantive religion, but with obligatory religion in the private
sphere embedded in kinship networks and strong group/low grid
voluntary associations, called collegia by Romans and haburoth by
Jews (really fictive kinship networks). Thus Paul looks to groups
and group formation replicating the values of the kinship institu-
tion and not to the whole of society.

Why? Paul tells us that within his Jewish, Hellenistic strong
group/low grid social world, he had an experience that drove him
into a rather recently formed Torah group focused on the figure of
Jesus of Nazareth (Gal 1, 11-24). This group believed Jesus was
raised by the God of Israel after dying an utterly shameful and de-
grading death, a death accursed in the Torah itself (Dt 21, 23). Af-
ter a time of exposure to the core values congealing this group,
Paul undertakes the role of the traditional Jewish strong
group/low grid leader, the prophet (Gal 1, 15-17) (in Christian
terms, [wandering] apostle).

What is a leader? In our etic terms, "there are at least four
major variables now known to be involved in leadership: (1) the
characteristics of the leader; (2) the attitudes, needs and other per-
sonal characteristics of the following; (3) characteristics of the or-
ganization, such as its purpose, its structure, the nature of the
tasks to be performed; and (4) the social, economic, and political
milieu .... [This] means that leadership is not a property of the
individual, but a complex relationship among these variables. '34

Again, "leadership is clearly a role that leads toward goal achieve-
ment, involves interaction and influence, and usually results in
some form of changed structure or behavior of groups, organiza-
tions or communities .... Anyone who performs these functions
is fulfilling a leadership role, regardless of his formal status in the
group.

' 3 5

More specifically in a Jewish context, the task of the leader
known as prophet was to make known and articulate the specific
will of God in and for some here and now situation so as to influ-
ence and persuade the in-group (not outsiders) to adopt a given
perspective, follow a given line of conduct, that might be in con-
formity with God's good pleasure, hence please him and facilitate
the realization of the culture's core value.

34. Douglas McGregor, "An Analysis of Leadership," in William R. Lassey and
Richard R. Fernandez (eds.), Leadership and Social Change (La Jolla, Cal.: Univer-
sity Associates Inc., 19762) 18-19.

35. William R. Lassey, "Dimensions of Leadership," in Lassey and Fernandez
(eds.), op. cit., 10-11.
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What characterizes Paul's leadership role, at least insofar as
his letters attest, is his ability to articulate the problem faced by
his group (the strong group/low grid problem of pervading nega-
tive influence = Sin for Paul), to set forth a culturally plausible and
realistic solution, and to fend off possible objections, thus winning
commitment or emotional anchorage to the new sets of symbols he
presents.

Now to understand Paul's attitude toward, and reaction to, the
Torah (and nomos in general unless it is Roman nomos), the first
thing our etic model of law allows us to see is that Paul is not talk-
ing about law at all, at least not in the sense that we use the word.
Rather law for Paul must mean custom, especially normative Jew-
ish custom. His basic argument is that the divine will that legiti-
mated the custom enshrined concretely in the Torah has been
withdrawn. The binding customs thus are no longer binding be-
cause they are no longer legitimated. At most, the Torah contains
standards, but standards valid, good, noble and useful only in and
for the past. This past set of standards is no longer normative or
obligatory; rather Torah presents us with a normative story, a sa-
cred scripture that very well clarifies how we got to the present,
but offering no binding, obligatory or normative rules for the pres-
ent and future. As a form of social control from God and pleasing
to God, the Torah no longer obliges. It has been abrogated by God
himself-this is the burden of Paul's argument.

Consequently, "the question of norms, How can I know what I
ought to do?, is much less likely to receive a clear and helpful an-
swer from Paul. One of the intriguing things about his responses
to practical ethical dilemmas in his congregations is the diversity
of norms and guides that he employs. He appeals to catechetical
rules of thumb-some with a long history in popular Greek moral-
ity-to 'nature'; to the practical harmony and 'building up' of the
congregation of Christ; to a rather general notion of 'freedom.' But
one thing he never does: he never uses 'the law' either the Torah
of Moses or any Hellenistic substitute for it, to lay down regula-
tions for the Christian community. What stands behind every Pau-
line admonition-and they are many and manifold!-is the
requirement that the Christian be 'transformed by the renewal of
your mind' in order to 'test what is the will of God.' "36

In terms of our foregoing model, what Paul seeks to set out are
ways in which Christians living "in Christ" might develop their fal-
tering standards into a set of typical Christian customs, both cus-

36. Wayne A. Meeks, "Epilogue: The Christian Proteus," in Wayne A. Meeks
(ed.), The Writings of St. Paul (N.Y.: W.W. Norton, 1972) 443.
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toms of generalized reciprocity (e.g. Rom 13, 8-10; 2 Cor 6, 1-10; Gal
5, 16-26; Phil 4, 8-9) and balanced reciprocity (e.g. Rom 15, 1-6; 1 Cor
9, 1-14; 2 Cor 2, 5-11; 8, 8-15; 6, 1-6). What is to legitimate the new
customs is the God of Israel now perceived in a new activity on
behalf of his people, raising Jesus from the dead (the God of Israel
now has the name: "he who raised Jesus from the dead" Rom 4, 24
and frequently). Jesus is perceived as Messiah, dyadic (not per-
sonal, individualistic) Lord and Redeemer, saving his people from
the strong group/low grid negative influence Paul calls Sin. Torah
custom is no longer legitimate since Torah custom has no bearing
at all on the resurrection of Jesus. As a matter of fact, by Torah
norms Jesus was rejected by God (Gal 3, 13-14). However God's
raising Jesus indicates that God no longer legitimates Torah, God
no longer holds his people to those standards. What about the
Jews? Torah history indicates that Israel is God's elect and this is
certain; however given the new situation Israel ought be subsumed
under the new election of all in Christ-and maintained by the
new standards. But some in Israel do not see this. Why? So that
non-Israelites might enter the new competing group first; then
Israel will follow (Rom 9-11).

Thus just as the Torah (God's instruction) as a whole includ-
ing its customs (which were God's decrees, God's declaration of
right and God's legal decisions) was laid down by Moses and legiti-
mated by God, so now since the legitimation has been removed, a
new set of customs deriving from the directives of God perceived
in Christ by the Spirit will ultimately develop and are being devel-
oped "in Christ."

In short, to understand Paul and law, the first thing to do is
refrain from reading the word translated "law" (nomos) as law.
Perhaps the best thing for the non-Greeked reader of Paul is to
read the word "law" as norm or rule in the very generic sense de-
scribed above-a statement of value. Then in terms of context, see
which dimension of norm is involved: standard, custom or law.

2. FURTHER CONCLUSIONS

Our etic models allow for some further conclusions about Paul.
The media of social interaction that he chooses to get results with
in his letters differ according to his relationship with the intended
addressees. For example, of the communities that he founded, he
asks for the activation of commitment to God in Christ, to his gos-
pel (e.g. Galatians, 1 and 2 Corinthians) along with some persua-
sion. But in his letter to a community he did not found, his chosen
medium of interaction is persuasion (Romans). Further, by seek-
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ing to dislocate the higher order norms legitimating Torah cus-
toms, Paul reveals himself to be a charismatic authority, i.e. a
dislocator of previous legitimation. His authority is achieved,
hence he is a leader by achievement, not by ascription. Conse-
quently, he can have no successors, only fellow workers (who may
or may not become leaders--or managers-by ascription, depend-
ing on the quality of the norms in the communities they
lead/manage).

As regards his attitude toward his socially perceived superiors,
we might note the distinction he makes between wielders of power
and wielders of commitment. First of all, he distinguishes two
forms of power at work in social experience--one focused in a sin-
gle collectivity, the other permeating Mediterranean society as a
whole. The former power is the outwardly and readily exper-
ienced, perceptible power of the Roman presence, i.e. Roman law
and the customs sanctioned by that law, like slavery, citizenship,
marriage and the like. Paul encourages recognition of and compli-
ance with the authority of those wielding such power and the de-
mands of their law (Rom 13, 1-7; and below). However, the latter
form of power, the power that pervades all groups and collectivi-
ties known in the Mediterranean world, the negative and hostile
power permeating strong group/low grid society, is Sin (Greek:
hamartia-in Paul this does not refer to sinful actions, which are
simply symptomatic of Sin). As we have pointed out previously,
Sin is the name that Paul gives to the negative coercive power that
dominates within group structures. Strong group/low grid nor-
mally entails a perception of some negative permeating force, and
through a process of "sociological" thinking common to dyadic per-
sonality,3 7 coupled with concrete historical experiences of persons
and events, Paul deduces the specific shape of this negative force
and gives it a name. Note that Sin for Paul functions in terms of
power, in terms of law in the strict sense. Sin rules as ultimate,
implicit power in his social world (Rom 6, 12.14), functions as law-
giver subjecting men through its nomos (like Roman lex in this
case: Rom 7, 23.25; 8,2). Sin functions with the power of a slave
dealer, a highly legal position in Roman law (Rom 6, 16.19; 7, 14.24;
8,15). Finally Sin is much like the power over men that sickness is,
specifically the first century sickness known as demonic posses-
sion (Rom, 7, 8-24). Paul thus uses three well known power exper-
iences of his social world (empire, slavery, demon possession) to
describe the nature of the evil permeating his strong group/low

37. See Malina, 'The Individual and the Community etc.," art. cit., 129-130.
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grid social world.38 It was "in Christ" that he got to see this new
reality in a focused way (Rom 1-3). And it is by shifting one's alle-
giance and commitment "in Christ" that a person can escape the
power of this permeating evil. Thus, while the power of social
superiors ought be complied with, the power of Sin must be op-
posed.

This is so because all is under the power of God in Christ. The
customs that Paul urges, as we have noted, basically point to mu-
tual commitment of the members of the "body of Christ," with no
one exercising power in the group apart from Christ. Thus recog-
nition of the power of God in Christ along with emotional
anchorage or commitment to God in Christ has as its outcome the
mutual subjection of group members to each other in terms of
commitment, not power. Emotional anchorage in Christ (= faith)
leads to general and balanced reciprocity (= love) among group
members, all equal "in Christ", but not in the social world at large.
The following etic line of thought should illustrate this.

For considering Paul's response to the anomie of strong
group/low grid existence, he would have to be considered an inno-
vator (not a retreater or rebel). He offers new means to realize
accepted goals-the goals of Judaism. The social body effecting
these new means-the "body of Christ," his communities or
churches-are now to be inviolable in Christ, and it is to this end
that he urges them to develop customs of generalized and bal-
anced reciprocity, legitimated by the higher order norm of God's
Spirit. In this regard there is something curious to observe. While
Christians develop new means, Paul insists that not any and all
means ought be employed. In line with the distinction between
institutional power and commitment of superiors mentioned
above, it seems that Paul insisted that means (institutions) falling
within the power structures of the Hellenistic world are to stay the
same. Social status (1 Cor 1, 17.20.24), slavery (1 Cor 7, 21), the
ascribed role of women (1 Cor 11, 2-16; 14, 33b-26) sex and ethnic
origin (Rom 10, 12; 1 Cor 12, 13; Gal 3, 28) are not important, insig-
nificant; therefore his communities should not change them,
should not bother with them, not be actively concerned with them,
need not destroy them at all costs, simply leave them alone. This
is an obvious strong group perspective. On the other hand, means
(institutions) falling within the commitment structure must be ac-

38. That Paul explains Sin in terms of power analogies taken from concrete
experiences in the Roman Empire has been first noted by Luise Schottroff, "Die
Schreckensherrschaft der Suende und die Befreiung durch Christus nach dem
Roemerbrief des Paulus," Evangelische Theologie 39 (1979) 497-510; and digested in
English in Theology Digest 28 (1980) 129-132.
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tively rejected: circumcision and following Torah custom, eating
food offered for the dead in Greco-Roman funeral rites, 39 baptism
for the dead, and the like. Commitment is owed to God in Christ
and emotional anchorage along with behavior symbolic of such
anchorage must be focused centripetally within the "body of
Christ," the group of those "in Christ," the church.

If we consider the style of the developing norms attested to by

Paul's letters, we might note that they are, as predicted by the
model, penal or therapeutic. The penal, prohibitory aspect is clear
in suggested treatment of deviants: they are to be shunned (Rom
16, 17-20a; 2 Cor 6, 14-7,1) or expelled from the group (1 Cor 5,1-5).
Since the thrust of Paul's developing norms is directed at the im-
plementation of the core value of peace (shalom-), the outcome of
following the norms ought be normality, the way God intended
human interrelations to be.

Such then are the dimensions of law in Paul in the light of
some useful models. The models are intended to be heuristic;
hence not all possible conclusions have been drawn from them.
However the conclusions that have been set out should suffice to
situate Paul relative to us and to enable us to understand the range
of meanings he attached to the word "law."

39. I refer here to the "idolothytes" of 1 Cor 8-10 generally interpreted as "food
offered to idols." That such food offerings refer to Greco-Roman funeral rites has
been adequately demonstrated by Charles A. Kennedy, "rhe Cult of the Dead in
Corinth: A Study of 1 Cor 8 & 10," a paper presented at the annual Society of Bibli-
cal Literature Meeting, Dallas, 1980; for a recent statement of the common "ideal"
approach, see R.A. Horsley, "Gnosis in Corinth: 1 Corinthians 8. 1-6," New Testa-
meit Studies 27 (1980/81) 32-51.
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